Fee (All Check Payable to Miami-Dade County- DERM)

1. FL-DEP Fee:
   - $500 if Average Daily Flow ≥ 3500 GPD.
   - $300 if Average Daily Flow < 3500 GPD.

2. DERM Fee:
   - $390 for gravity or force main.
   - $250 for Lift Station

3. Revision Fee: (for substantial modifications to a previously permitted project) $250

Applications

1. FL-DEP Application: 62-604.300(8)(a)
   - Signed by Applicant
   - Signed by Treatment Plant permittee
   - Signed, sealed & dated by P.E.

2. Intermediate Downstream Collection And Transmission System (IDC&TS) Certification Of Adequate Reserve Capacity (Utility Form)
   - Signed by all utilities involved in the transmission of the wastewater generated by the project

Applications

1. FL-DEP Application: 62-604.300(8)(b)
   - Signed by Applicant
   - Signed by Owner of Collection System
   - Signed, dated & sealed by Professional Engineer

2. Domestic Wastewater Collection/ Transmission Systems. Certification of Completion of Construction
   - Obtain number and signature from utility if project involves Pump Station
   - PSO number if project involves private Pump Station

Test Reports

- As per AWWA Standards
  - Infiltration/Exfiltration test for gravity sewers
  - Pressure test for Forcemains

Specific Conditions

- As listed in the permit

Letter of Release for Use Issued

Water & Sewer Plans
- Approved by utility
- Signed, dated & sealed by P.E.
- 8 ½ X 11 Drawing (Sketch)

Engineering Report
- Average & peak flows
- Letter from utility specifying minimum and maximum pressures at the point of connection
- System losses calculations
- Manufacturer’s pump curve with system curve plotted on it
- If Pump Station discharges into a manhole, a manhole-to-manhole hydraulic capacity evaluation is required.

Pump Station?
- Yes
- No

PLAN REVIEW Complete?
- Yes
- No

Request For Information

Permit Issued

PROJECT CONSTRUCTION

CERTIFICATION OF COMPLETION
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